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This Roadbook starts from the ferry terminal in Roseau. Based on which car rental
company you will be dealing with, they will probably drive you to their office, and this
is from where you will be departing. We have highlighted the Woodbridge bay port as
you will be passing by and will know where you are.

1'

Roseau ferry terminal. Drive North on Dame Eugenia Charles boulevard
towards the Roseau market and turn right along the Roseau river. Turn
left on the first bridge to cross the river, just in front of "KFC" . You are
on Goodwill road driving North along the sea and you will reach the
Woodbridge Bay commercial port after 2 km.

3

4'

Continue North along the coast; The road turns right at a gas station,
then continues straight for 500 m. There you will arrive in front of a
large car dealer "AUTO TRADE"

4

5'

The road there turns left and passes on a small bridge before reaching
the end of the Canefield airport runway.
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6'

The road continues straight, then has a left curve in front of the Old Mill.

7'

Reduce speed there. Another slight left curve, then a straight line with 2
lanes . STAY RIGHT . You have NAPA AUTO PARTS on the left, and the
NBD (National bank of Dominica) on the right.
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7

300
m

27'

Just after the bank, turn right (direction Marigot, Pond Cassé) , then
turn left after 200 m , and continue on the main Imperial road climbing
for about 20 minutes, until reaching the "POND CASSé" roundabout.

8

At the roundabout, turn right (to the East) , and do not forget to
contour the roundabout on the left side of the road .

7

Drive carefully on this portion of road with an uneven pavement. Pass
road works, descend towards "Cheyenne" bar,continue East

8

37'

You will see a road coming from your left (going to/ coming from
Emerald pool and Castle Bruce , with a bus stop and a Citrus Creek
Plantation sign on the right side. Continue straight ahead Eastbound.

9

50'

This winding portion of road will lead you down to the Atlantic Ocean
shore at Rosalie . Pass on the Rosalie river bridge, in front of the Rosalie
Bay resort, and continue Southbound .
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Climb this road, pass the village of Rivière Cyrique, then the hamlet of
Morne Jaune, continue descending towards the Bout sable beach in
laPlaine. Pass the beach entrance, and CitrusCreekPlantation is just after
the long right curve. Enter inside the property.

11

If you reach the Taberi river bridge, with a large CitrusCreekPlantation
board on the right, you are 100 yards too far. Make a U turn and enter
the property on your left.

12

Once inside the property, keep left, and follow the signs "office "
"Riverside Café" , and park at the back of the stone house . You are
there !
Total time : Slightly more than 1 hour drive

Drive carefully . Blow your horn frequently. . DRIVE ON THE LEFT.
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